The unobservable elements in a quantum technology, e.g., the quantum state, complicate system verification against promised behavior. Using model-based system engineering, we present methods for verifying the operation of a prototypical quantum random number generator. We begin with the algorithmic design of the QRNG followed by the synthesis of its physical design requirements. We next discuss how quantum statistical testing can be used to verify device behavior as well as detect device bias. We conclude by highlighting how system design and verification methods must influence effort to certify future quantum technologies.
INTRODUCTION
Quantum information science offers unique capabilities for applications in the computing, communication, and sensing domains. This includes the information-theoretic security of quantum key distribution, the Heisenberglimited resolution of quantum sensing, and the intrinsic parallelism of quantum computers among others. These promises arise from theoretical considerations about how idealized quantum mechanical concepts like qubits, gates, and measurement devices behave and interact. Yet physical realizations only approximate these concepts and leave open the possibility that promised behavior remains unfulfilled. Models with greater realism may help account for these imperfections but they come at the cost of introducing uncertainty about model accuracy.
An essential problem facing the realization of many quantum technologies is the need to verify that physical implementations meet logical designs. Verification is a common challenge faced by many technologies, but quantum technologies face the additional challenge that an essential design requirement is inherently unobservable. That is to say, verification that a quantum device is prepared in a well-defined quantum state cannot be performed directly. Verification will ultimately be necessary for ensuring quantum technologies fulfill promised behavior as part of a larger effort to certify emerging devices as being truly quantum.
Quantum states can not be directly measured -such measurements are forbidden by the nature of quantum mechanics. This limitation on verification is due to the collapse of the quantum state under observation. In practice, this limitation is side-stepped by using ensembles of identically prepared systems as faithful copies of a quantum state. Measurements made on the ensemble statistically characterize the represented state. Completesets of measurements offer sufficient information to reconstruct an approximate representation of the system. Although technical imprecision in state preparation may introduce additional classical uncertainty, the statistics derived from ensemble measurements nonetheless offer details about the state that would otherwise be unobservable.
The reconstruction of a quantum state from an ensemble of measurements is one example of how statistics may be used for characterizing quantum technology. Historically, the statistical concepts of expectation values (averages), uncertainties (standard deviations), and probabilistic outcomes (stochastic processes) are even more common in the quantum information literature. In this sense, the application of statistical tests as a means of verifying quantum behavior features prominently in the field. The use of Bell's inequalities as statistical tests to discriminate local hidden variable theories is a prominent examples.
In this contribution, we propose the use of quantum statistical tests for verifying the implementation of a quantum random number generator (qrng). As discussed below, a qrng is a device that makes use of the fundamental uncertainty inherent to quantum superposition states. Physical implementations of qrng's have previously been limited to analysis of the binary strings output by the device. Although such classical statistical tests may be sufficient for the intended usage, they do not verify that any fundamental quantum element of design has been faithfully implemented. We describe how additional interrogation of device can provide quantum statistical tests of the device itself.
A key component in the testing of any device is a well-defined specification of the device, its parts and subsystems, and the interfaces through which they communicate. As part of our effort to develop quantum statical tests, we have applied principles from model-based system engineering (mbse) to generate well-defined interfaces for quantum subsystems and expected tests cases. The mbse approach is based on homomorphisms between a model representation of an abstract design and a model for its physical implementation. By following the corresponding transformation on behavioral requirements, we are able to track expected behavior and, more important, to formulate verification protocols that account for the observer effect. This requires both a welldefined high-level (abstract) design of the device as well as well-defined rule sets for model transformation.
We demonstrate the methodology of quantum statistical testing using a novel qrng design based on the sampling of single-photon polarization modes. In this photonic technology base, we demonstrate how a desired abstract behavior transforms into physical device requirements. Moreover, we show how designed behaviors can be verified with a quantum statistical testing that detects the presence of both randomness and bias in the physical device. We conclude by highlighting how model-based system design and its associated verification methods must influence efforts to certify future quantum technologies.
RANDOM NUMBER GENERATION
Non-deterministic random number generators (nrng's) are important as standalone devices or for seeding pseudorandom bit generators (prng's). Their usage includes selecting randomized state transitions, for example, in the basis selection for quantum optical communication systems or in model selection for numerical simulation methods. As sources of entropy, nrng's extract randomness from either chaotic but deterministic systems, such as atmospheric turbulence, or from truly random phenomena like quantum mechanical systems. In either case, the typical design of a nrng is based on sampling the underlying probability distribution inherent to the uncertainty about the physical process. If the drawn samples are sufficiently unpredictable, then the generated numbers may pass post-processing requirements based on (classical) statistical testing. This includes certifying the entropy of a generated bit string of a specified threshold or confirming that multi-bit correlations are absent. An important practical concern is to verify a nrng is operating correctly without resulting to tests on the generated bit string but rather to tests on the device itself.
A quantum random number generator (qrng) is an nrng that makes uses of quantum physical principles to generate digits randomly. The randomness of the generated digits may be quantified using statistical tests of randomness in principle, but this is not a direct measure of the randomness in a qrng. Rather it is the probability distribution expressed theoretically in terms of a quantum that is the fundamental measure of qrng randomness. As discussed below, the key feature for randomness derived from quantum states is preparation of a uniform superposition of the desired measurement outcomes. Bias in the preparation of this probability amplitude as well as the subsequent sampling process transfers into bias in the generated digits. These more fundamental sources of noise arise as bias or errors during state preparation and sampling.
An important element in differentiating the behavior of biased, noisy sampling method from its idealized prototype is to provide a rigorous specification of the number generation algorithm. Although there have been many qrng demonstrations, none have formally used quantum algorithms for number generation. Instead, physical sources of entropy are treated as reservoirs from which randomness is extracted by the qrng. In contrast, quantum algorithms have been reserved as high-level instructions that will be executed by a future quantum computer. But qrng's represent an early form of special-purpose quantum computation that are also describable as executing a quantum algorithm. The absence of this formal algorithmic specification for a qrng has made verification of intended behavior in physical implementations difficult to verify.
ALGORITHMIC DESIGN
While prng's are usually based on algorithmic statements, qrng's have not yet been similarly formalized. This is because qrng's typically invoke a physical source of entropy in their specification that forgoes an algorthmic definition. We introduce the notion of quantum algorithms for random number generation by only requiring invocation of quantum mechanics to satisfy the specification. In this abstraction, a qrng algorithm may be viewed as simplistic quantum computation. Our algorithmic specification of a qrng is detached from any physical implementation and therefore can be more easily verified as producing a desired level of randomness. We present a simple algorithmic instance but emphasize that more elaborate algorithms are also possible.
As a simple example of sampling a prepared quantum state, consider the case of qubits 1 and 2 initialized in a fiducial state
The state ψ is subsequently transformed under a rotation of the first qubit that prepares the normalized state
with a, b ∈ C and |a| 2 + |b| 2 = 1. We return to the selection of a, b later. This separable state serves as the input to a two-step fair sampling routine. Sampling first applies the cnot operator to transform ψ → ψ , where
The next step in the sampling process is to measure the second qubit. We model measurements in terms of the projection operators M 0 = |0 2 0 2 | and M 1 = |1 2 1 2 |. We assign the outcomes of measurements M 0 and M 1 to the bit labels 0 and 1, respectively. For the state in Eq. (3) the measurements occur with the corresponding probabilities P 0 = |a| 2 and P 1 = |b| 2 . When an ensemble of identically prepared states undergoes the sampling process, then the initial probability distribution expressed by ψ can be inferred from the values of P 0 and P 1 , e.g., if P 0 = P 1 then |a| = |b|. A circuit schematic is shown in Fig. 1 . Figure 1 . Circuit representation of a qrng algorithm with qubit 1 sampled using qubit 2 to generate a bit.
There are two key features in this simple random number generation algorithm. The first involves preparation of the probability amplitude ψ in logical qubit 1 such that it is decoupled from qubit 2. This features is important to ensure the second qubit does not bias preparation of the first. The second is the two-step procedure used to sample the amplitude ψ that includes entangling qubits 1 and 2 and then measuring the second. We emphasize that qubit 2 is prepared in a state by sampling qubit 1 and that sampling is distinct from amplitude preparation. The sampling process maps the probability amplitude into distinct measurement modes, i.e., observables. This binning process is inherent to many physical implementations of random number generation, though it may frequently be expressed in terms of probability density instead of the amplitude. As a crude form of processing, binning transforms the sampled distribution to measurement. Subsequent statistical analysis of the measurement outcomes for an ensemble of identically prepared systems permits inference about the values of prepared state. Theoretical considerations, for example, show |a| = |b| = 1/ √ 2 maximizes the entropy of the distribution observed from ensemble measurements.
QUANTUM STATISTICAL TESTING
The qrng algorithm described above is based on the assumption that the circuit in Fig. 1 can be perfectly implemented. Actual implementations that fail to meet these abstract design specifications will induce bias in the generated bits. For example, consider the case of unfair sampling in which the prepared entangled state is
with c j = cos θ j and s j = sin θ j for j = 1, 2. This faulty transformation can be modeled as a cnot followed by a pair of controlled rotations acting on qubits 1 and 2, e.g., as expressed in the computational basis
Generally, the probabilities for measuring the second qubit in the 0 and 1 states are P 0 = |ac 1 | 2 + |bs 2 | 2 and P 1 = |as 1 | 2 + |bc 2 | 2 , respectively. Fair sampling is recovered when θ j = 0 but cannot be inferred from the observation P 0 = P 1 = 1/2 as the input state or sampling procedure may be biased. For example, when a = b and θ 1 = θ 2 = 0, then P 0 = P 1 = 1/2 yet this distribution is not generated by fair sampling. The generated statistical distribution may pass classical statistical testing, it does not meet the more stringent requirements for implementation correctness.
It is possible to distinguish between errors in the algorithm implementation. Our approach is based on statistical testing of the prepared quantum state. Classical statistical testing, such as the well-known NIST tests, provides methods for diagnosing bias in generated bit strings. As noted above, bias in the input or unfair sampling may lead to a generated classical distribution of bit values that appear fair but in fact are due to errors in the algorithmic implementation. We use quantum statistical testing to identify sources of error in state preparation and sampling. A related emphasis is to use this quantum statistical feedback for actively driving state preparation, i.e., for actively stabilizing quantum state preparation.
For the present example, we use quantum statistical testing to identify the sampling bias. We begin by noting that the circuit in Fig. 1 is designed to be reversible apart from initialization and measurement. Introducing a second potentially faulty cnot gate prior to measurement reverses sampling and ideally prepares the original distribution ψ. Subsequent measurements statistics for the reversed circuit are P (r) 0 = 1 and P (r) 1 = 0. However, the algorithmic definition for the sampled state in Eq. (3) defines ψ as symmetric when a = b. Therefore, we introduce a swap gate after the preparation and sampling steps in order to test this symmetry and identify errors induced by the potentially faulty cnot. We can identify the presence of bias in the sampling method by comparing the measured distribution of the reversed circuit with its input. This swapped-and-reversed circuit is shown in Fig. 2 . When both cnot gates in the reversed circuit perform perfectly, the expectation value for the second qubit to be in the 0 state is unity. However, when the cnot gate fails as described above, then the probability of the second qubit to be in the faulty state at the end of the swapped circuit is
and P
The observed value of P (s) 1 as well as P 0 and P 1 can be used to identify the angles θ 1 , and θ 2 . The qrng algorithm and quantum statistical test are independent of a physical technology. Yet the behaviors described by the specifications must carryover during implementation. Allocating elements within the specification, including gates and qubits, to physical implementations imparts structure and relationship to the behavior. These implementations are not unique and may introduce additional constraints but the algorithmic specification remains fixed across all realizations. 
DEVICE DESIGN
The algorithmic definition of a qrng provides guidance on the behavior of its physical design but it does not mandate the parts, subsystems, and technology used in realizing this behavior. Instead, it is necessary to allocate the functionality of the algorithm, including each individual qubit and gate, to realizable components. Our approach to physical design is model-based system engineering (MBSE). MBSE is a top-down design methodology for specifying functional requirements and refining their implementation. This approach offers a natural approach to ensuring a final design adheres to device goals, such as high-fidelity random number generation, while permitting wide latitude in how those goals are achieved.
A key MBSE concept is the use of a diagrammatic specifications to capture interactions between system components. For example, block definition diagrams (bdd ) offer a graphical inventory of the components and parts comprising a system or subsystem. A bdd also specifies which components interact within a subsystems while an internal block diagram (ibd ) specifies how the components interact. An ibd will define the interfaces and data objects shared between components as well as component dependencies. A sequence diagram (sd ) specifies the ordered interaction between these components. Multiple bdd, ibd, and sd diagrams are required when specifying a system design as well as other diagrams that track requirements, parametric dependencies, communication patterns, use cases, etc. Typically a hierarchy of modeling diagrams are used in specifying a system, which successive layers offering greater and greater refinement of the specification. We have applied MBSE to the specification of a qrng based on the circuit in Fig. 1 . We present details of the developed model using select bdd, ibd, and sd diagrams. Restrictions on space prevent presentation of the complete model. In addition to the algorithmic functionality specified in the previous sections, we also introduce requirements with respect to the technology base and interaction with the qrng. As input to the design, we elect a final physical encoding based on polarization and spatial modes of a single photon. We shall see that this leads to the first qubit in the algorithm as being encoded in the polarization of a photon with horizontal polarization signifying 0 and vertical polarization signifying 1. The second qubit is encoded in the spatial mode of the same photon. That is to say, we use two physical degrees of freedom in a single-photon to encode two qubits. With this encoding, the sampling process is implemented by a polarization beam splitter pbs. The pbs realizes the cnot transform. Specifying that the horizontal polarization transmits into spatial output mode 0 and the vertical polarization reflect into output mode 1, we encode the second qubit using mode occupation. Ideally, these degrees of freedom are decoupled but meeting this expectation depends on the quality of the pbs.
The top-level design of the qrng is shown in Fig. 3 . This bdd specifies that the qrng consists of a user interface, power system, controller, tester and plant subsystems. Aggregation links indicate these major subsystems work together to form the device. Conceptually, controller accepts requests from user interface. These requests are filled by request handler, which calls upon plant to return randomly generated bit strings. controller defers to tester for verifying that the generated bits match the user request. We will offer further design details for the plant subsystem as it is the component of the qrng responsible for quantum-specific behavior including quantum statistical testing. As indicated in Fig. 3 , the plant consists on a plant controller, generator, extractor, and bias tester. The interactions between these parts are specified in the ibd shown in Fig. 4 . The plant controller accepts the incoming job request that is issued by request handler. Request details such as number of bits, entropy thresholds, and intentional bias are parsed to set the control signal. These signals drive generator to prepare and output quantum. For our purposes, quantum is realized as the polarization-encoded probability amplitude of a single-photon state. This output is then tested by bias tester, which provides a feedback bias to plant controller. As described previously, the realization of bias tester uses a swap and cnot gates to reverse state preparation and bias is expressed by the sampling bias computed from the observed probability distributions. In the absence of bias testing, quantum is forwarded to the extractor for measurement. The output from measurement is the raw binary data string. That data can be subsequently processed by plant controller, for example, using hashing techniques, to meet the specifications set by job. Ultimately, plant returns a bit string to the request handler.
The sequence diagram in Fig. 5 details the order in which interactions within the plant are executed. This design perspective specifies the order in which interactions occur. As in Fig. 4 , an incoming JOB is parsed by the plant controller. Figure 5 shows that results in a series of control signals dispatched to the generator. Each control signal initiates the output of a quantum signal that may be tagged for either bias testing or bit extraction. The loop over the state preparation is ultimately determined by the job criterion, which sets the expected number of bits, the entropy of the observed distribution, and the level of confidence that the distribution was generated at random. The latter measure comes from bias tester which applies the quantum statistical test described earlier. The extractor would measure the resulting quantum signal to generate a bit. The result of testing is also relayed back to the plant controller where verification of the generator is performed. The bias result may lead to modification in the control signal to correct for observed bias or to perform additional testing. Once confidence criteria are met, the plant controller returns the output string. The generator expresses initialization of the quantum probability amplitude ψ defined in Eq. (2). The ibd in Fig. 6 specifies how generator performs this task. First, the incoming control signal is parsed by the generator controller, which sends commands to both photon source and photon transformer. The first part is allocated to the initialization of a photon-encoded qubit in the logical zero state. Recall that we are using the polarization and spatial modes of the single photon to encode two qubits. The zero-initialized photon expresses the quantum signal that is forwarded to the photon transformer. This part performs the rotation and sampling operation that prepares ψ . The corresponding sequence diagram (not shown) specifies that the generator controller synchronizes the behavior of the photon transformer with the output from photon source. The transformed quantum signal is then returned by the generator.
Following generation of the quantum signal, it is subject to bias testing. The ibd for bias tester is shown in Fig. 7 , where the swap and cnot parts have been connected. These parts relay back bias signals that identity which underlying transformations were applied. For example, in the absence of bias testing, bias would indicate that both elements are pass-throughs for the quantum signal. For the occasion of bias testing, the bias message would identify that the transformation was applied and what, if any, parameters describe the part, e.g., this could include the angular orientation of a waveplate allocated to the part. The quantum signal is terminates with the extractor, which measures the second qubit in our algorithmic specification. The ibd for the extractor is shown in Fig. 8 . Measurement in this polarization-encoded single-photon technology base corresponds to spatial mode number following the beamsplitter. The bit output represents the result of the measurement and may also include metadata describing the quantum signal, e.g., time-of-arrival, etc.
The diagrammatic specifications of Figs. 4 and 5 do not provide the low-level physical schematics for realizing each part. Instead, this use of MBSE provides a systems-level view of how the qrng can implement the random number generation algorithms and quantum statistical tests. Other implementations that adhere to the algorithmic specifications are equally valid. In particular, we see that the choices made here yield certain constraints on the the overall design. For example, bias tester has been designed as an element that forwards a modified quantum signal to the extractor. This design requires the plant controller be capable of synchronizing the bias feedback with the measurement results. However, this separation of concerns offers a benefit as the extraction (measurement) task is allocated the same regardless of whether bias testing occurs. In moving forward with the design, the specification that bias testing and extracting remain separate must be enforced.
CONCLUSIONS
Random number generation plays an important role in many application domains. There are many different realizations of devices intended to provide these numbers, some of which make use of quantum physical sources of entropy. The ability to verify that quantum random number generators utilize a well-defined distribution is an important step toward certifying these devices as being genuinely random. We have established that a qrng can be specified according to an algorithmic definition of behavior and that these behaviors can be allocated within a model-based system design. We have further advocated for the use of quantum statistical testing to verify that the correctness of physical implementations.
In addition to qrng's, there are may other facets of quantum information undergoing productization. This includes quantum key distribution (QKD) systems, quantum sensors, and quantum computing platforms. These devices will ultimately require certification as to whether they meet their classical promises, e.g., security, resolution, run-time, respectively. But these devices will also require certification that they achieve these promises using quantum information methods. The proposed framework for quantum statistical testing can be extended to these other applications as well. However, each device and claim will require its own unique tests.
